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The dawn of a new (pensions) era



For a fixed cost to employers, CDC can 
provide what the majority of employees 
want in retirement: 

A target inflation-linked income payable 
for life, from DC savings, without having 
to make complex financial and 
investment decisions along the way.



Agenda

I will try to answer any 
questions you may have

The questions?
How do we expect UK 

CDC schemes to evolve?

The evolution
What value will CDC bring 
to employers and savers?

The value
What is CDC and how will 

it work in the UK?

The explanation
Why does CDC have a 
place in UK pensions?

The case
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The case for CDC pension schemes 4

c. 60%
Aon’s DC survey showed 
that around 60% of 
members want a retirement 
income for life from their 
DC savings

CDC

Lower than ever
interest rates

Increasing life
expectancy

A need for income
in retirement



What does a CDC scheme look like?

Benefits are not guaranteed. Members have 
a target pension with variable (+/-) 

adjustments

Target benefits

Pooling the assets provides more 
investment freedom, enabling higher 
returns, and solves members’ personal 
longevity risk problem

Pooled assets

Employer’s and employees’ contributions 
are fixed, giving cost stability

Fixed contributions
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Example: Royal Mail’s proposed CDC design

Annual valuations to determine 
scope for future pension increases: 
valuation rebalances liabilities and 
assets so there is no funding 
surplus or deficit

Valuations
Targeting inflationary increases –

actual adjustment (increase or 
decrease) for all members 

calculated each year

Target adjustment

Normal Retirement Age of 67

Retirement age
1/80ths of pensionable pay 

(accrued in blocks and subject to 
adjustment each year)

Target CDC pension

50% of member’s CDC pension 
(subject to adjustment each year 
on same basis as other members)

Contingent pensions
Employer & member contributions 

fixed as a percentage of 
pensionable pay

Contributions
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How does CDC work? Annual valuations 7



How does CDC work? Market shock 8



The value of CDC for employers

In adverse markets, CDC schemes 
remain resilient, with costs 
remaining fixed

Resilience
Costs are fixed and there is no 

reliance on the sponsor covenant

Certainty over costs

Pensions can be reintegrated into 
wider HR, reward and workforce 
management strategies

Reward strategy
Provide an income for life in 

retirement to their employees

Retirement income

Unions are likely to be supportive 
given CDC targets an income for 
life in retirement

Union friendly
Pensions can be harmonised 

across the entire workforce

Harmonisation
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10Resilience in adverse markets

CDC in adverse 
markets
A well-designed CDC scheme 
targeting inflationary increases 
would not have needed to cut 
members’ benefits in the wake 
of 2020’s adverse markets.
Back-testing the impact of 
market performance over the 
past 90 years revealed only 
one benefit cut would have 
been made – following the 
Great Depression.
Read Aon’s ‘Collective DC in 
adverse markets’ briefing 
paper here for more details.

Back-testing CDC benefit adjustment outcomes
    

https://www.aon.com/getmedia/7e8cec1d-c215-4ce3-a77c-03f9b1fadef1/Aon-Collective-DC-in-adverse-markets.aspx


The value of CDC for savers

Reduced decision making and 
potential for higher engagement

Less hassle
In particular, CDC solves their 

personal longevity risk problem 

Pooling of risks

CDC works alongside existing 
options

Complementary option
Savers get a target income for life 

in retirement, until the day they die

Target income for life
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What CDC ‘flavours’ may develop over time?

Available for all employers (regardless 
of size) to help employees build up 

CDC pension

Available for DC savers at retirement –
sitting alongside existing drawdown 

and annuity purchase options in the DC 
decumulation space

Innovation to provide CDC pensions for 
the self-employed?

Master trust
Available for all employers (regardless 

Suitable for a group of employers, 
including those operating in the same 

industry

Multi-employer / industry
Suitable for paternalistic single 

employers /  groups with 5,000+ 
employees, who may be unionised, and 

who are reviewing benefits

Own trust
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Expected timeline

Regulations and 
TPR guidance 

covering 
commercial CDC 
solutions through 

master trusts

CDC phase 3

Regulations and 
TPR guidance 
covering multi-
employer and 
industry-wide 

schemes

CDC phase 2

Regulations and 
TPR guidance 

(including 
authorisation and 

ongoing supervision 
regime) in force

‘Own trust’ CDC

DWP consultation 
on regulations 

covering CDC trusts 
established by 

single employer 
groups

‘Own trust’ CDC

Summer 
2021 2023?

End 
2022

End 
2021
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Royal Mail 
Collective Pension Plan 

ready to open

The timing of the secondary legislation will be demand led. 
Interested employers / providers should engage with the 

DWP and let us know if they are interested in these 
flavours of CDC.



Do you have any 
questions?
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Aon’s Collective DC team can help
Contact us at cdc.uk@aon.com or speak to one of us directly:

Find out more

Jenny Davies
Senior Consultant
+44 (0) 113 291 5061
jennifer.davies@aon.com

Chintan Gandhi
Head of Collective DC
+44 (0) 1372 733322 
chintan.gandhi@aon.com

Matthew Arends
Head of UK Retirement Policy
+44 (0) 20 7086 4261
matthew.arends@aon.com

Madalena Cain
Associate Partner
+44 (0) 20 7086 9040
madalena.cain@aon.com

Dominic Makemson
Associate Partner
+44 (0) 1727 888620
dominic.makemson@aon.com

James Franklin-Adams
Associate Consultant
+44 (0) 117 900 4225
james.franklin-adams@aon.com

Sarah Warbey
Consultant
+44 (0) 020 7086 4272
sarah.warbey@aon.com

Peter Williams
Associate Partner
+44 (0) 1372 733763
peter.williams@aon.com

Further information
Visit our website
Take our quick quiz to find out 
which flavour of CDC you 
should keep an eye on
Gain a deeper understanding 
of CDC by reading our 
introductory guides:
The dawn of a new (pensions) 
era
Collective DC in adverse 
markets
Join our employer interest 
group by emailing 
cdc.uk@aon.com
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https://www.aon.com/unitedkingdom/retirement-investment/defined-contribution/collective-defined-contribution.jsp
https://bit.ly/CDC-Quiz
https://www.aon.com/getmedia/bd8e51ef-ffcf-4e7a-bcf3-1742353da804/Aon-CDC-Dawn-of-a-new-Pensions-era.aspx
https://www.aon.com/getmedia/7e8cec1d-c215-4ce3-a77c-03f9b1fadef1/Aon-Collective-DC-in-adverse-markets.aspx
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